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ABSTRAcT

Chemical distinction of magma-batches requires
methods that account for the stoichiometry of all
differentiation processes contributing to the chemical
diversity. Intercepts on Pearce element-ratio diagrams
that account for the stoichiometry of differentiation
processes and ratios of conserved elements discriminate
magma-batches within suites of lavas from Kilauea
Volcano, Hawaii. These methods can effectively distin-
guish magma-batches if these are chemical systems closed
to some constituents during their evolution. Compositions
of material from thineen historic eruption sequences of
Kilauea Volcano between 1954 and l97l are tested for
within-suite and between-suite differences with Pearce
element ratios. The within-suite variation, compared to
analytical precision, measures whether the samples are
from more than one magma-batch. Between-suite dif-
ferences distinguish magma-batches in a set of eruptive
sequences. The 1954-1971 Kilauea eruption sequences
comprise a minimum of four magma-batches. The lavas
from the Mauna Ulu sequence (erupted 1969-1971) can
be shown to comprise more than one magma-batch. The
lavas erupted in 1969 along the East Rifi Zone (Aloi and
Alae Craters) and the Mauna Ulu lavas have the same
chemical characteristics, but differ from the lavas of the
other eruptive sequences. The Kilauea Iki (1959) lava
sequence represents a magma-batch that is chemically
different from batches inferred for all the 1954-1971 lava
sequences. One magma-batch can account for all other
sequences in the period 1954-1968. The temporal and
spatial relations of the delineated batches suggest that
more than one batch can be in the volcanic edifice at one
time and that one batch can simultaneously occupy more
than one transport path.

Keywords: basalt, magma-batch, Pearce element ratio,
Hawaii, Kilauea.

SoMNaalne

La distinction chimique de plusieurs venues magmati-
ques demande I'utilisation de m6thodes qui rendent
compte de la stoechiometrie de tous les processus de

diffdrenciation contribuant i leur diversit6 chimique. Les
diagrammes de Pearce entre 6l6ments et rapports
d'61€ments rendent compte de la stoechiom6trie des
processus de diff6renciation et des rapports d'6l6ments
conservds, et les ifltersections obtenues sur ces diagrammes
permettent la distinction des diff6rentes venues magmati-
ques dans les suites de laves du volcan Kilauda (Hawai).
Ces m€thodes permettent effectivement la distinction des
venues magmatiques si elles constituent des systbmes
ferm6s par rapport d certains constituants durant leur
€volution. Les compositions de mat6riaux provenant de
treize s€quences 6ruptives historiques du volcan Kilau6a
comprises entre 1954 et l97l ont 6t6 utilis€es pour mettre
en dvidence, grdce aux rapports d'6l6ments selon la
mdrhode de Pearce, des diffdrences i I'intdrieur des suites
et entre les suites. Compar€es i la pr€cision analytique'
les variations internes aux suites indiquent si les
6chantillons proviennent de plus d'une venue magmati-
que. Les diff6rences entre suites permettent la distinction
des venues magmatiques dans un groupe de sdquences
6ruptives. Les s6quences €ruptives entre 1954 et l97l du
Kilau6a correspondent d au moins quatre venues magma-
tiques. Il est possible de montrer que les laves de la
s€quence du Mauna Ulu (6ruptions de 1969 e l97l)
proviennent de plus d'une venue magmatique. Les laves
dmises en 1969 le long de la Zone du Rift Oriental (cratbres
d'Aloi et d'Alae) et les laves de Mauna Ulu possbdent les
m€mes caracttres chimiques, mais diffdrent des laves des
autres s6quences €ruptives. La s6quence lavique du
Kilau6a Iki (1959) repr€sente une venue magmatique
chimiquement diff6rente des venues d6duites de toutes les
s6quences laviques de 1954 a 1971. Une seule venue
magmatique suffit d expliquer les autres sdquences de la
p6riode 1954-1968. Les relations spatio-temporelles des
venues magmatiques ainsi d6finies suggbrent qu'il peut y
avoir au m€me moment plus d'une venue magmatique ir
I'intdrieur de l'6difice volcanique, et qu'une m6me venue
magmatique peut utiliser en m€me temps plusieurs
conduits.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cldsa basalte, venue magmatique' rapport
d'61€ments selon Pearce, Kilau6a, Hawai.
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INTRODUCTIoN

The distinction of magma-batches whose
products are erupted at different times from a
single volcano constrains rates of melting processes
and interpretations about chemical variations in the
source regions. The Hawaiian chain in general, and
Kilauea Volcano in particular, have provided data
used to test hypotheses concerning magma genera-
tion, intrusion and eruption. For example, Shaw
(1973), Shaw & Jackson (1973), and Shaw (1987)
postulated periodic or episodic variations in rates
of processes of magma generation beneath Kilauea.
These types of studies can be better constrained if
the number of melting events can be determined
from the eruptive products of volcanos. The
purpose of this paper is to distinguish magma-
batches within the products of the Kilauea
eruptions between 1954 and 1971 with Pearce
element ratios (Pearce 1968). These constraints can
then be used in models of magma generation and
transport in Kilauea.

THE CoNCEpr oF MAGMA-BaIcH

Powers (1955) introduced the concept of magma-
batch to explain the similarities and differences
between lava compositions erupted at Kilauea and
Mauna Loa volcanos. In essence, Power's contribu-
tion was to recognize that much of the chemical
diversity in Kilauean lavas was due to sorting
(fractionation or accumulation) of olivine. Wright
et al. (1975) used weight percent oxides of average
lava compositions from separate sequences of
eruption to distinguish magma-batches, after cor-
recting for sorting of olivine of fixed composition.
Much of the remaining diversity was and continues
to be attributed to chemical differences in the
source regions for the different magma-batches
(e.9., wright et al. 1975, Wright & Tilling 1980).

Central to the concept of magma-batch is the
idea that a set of igneous rocks formed from
magmas that were, themselves, derived from a
common precursor. Magma-batches can be dis-
criminated by the methods described in this paper
if they are chemical systems that have been
modified only by processes that leave the system
closed to at least one constituent during its
evolution. Like all chemical systems, a magma-
batch is finite in extent, has a fixed size but need
not be connected nor regular in shape. Like
thermodynamic systems, the concept of a magma-
batch is a theoretical construct or model because it
is unlikely that a natural chemical system can be
completely closed to any constituent. If the real
system is closed to the extent that changes in some

constituents are too small to be detected, the
construct is still useful because it has predictable,
testable consequences (Greenwood 1989).

Processes of magma mixing can be classified as
external and internal (Nicholls & Russell 1990).
External processes would involve mixing of parts
of more than one magma-batch, whereas internal
processes would involve parts of the same batch,
with the parts being products of different paths of
differentiation or reaching different stages of
differentiation. Magmas derived from a mixture
formed by external processes would constitute one
magma-batch if completely mixed prior to sub-
sequent differentiation, but would presumably
show variations from analytical uncertainty greater
than expected if incompletely mixed. On the other
hand, there should be no chemical indication of
multiple batches in lavas formed by internal mixing
if the chemical criteria for distinguishing magma-
batches account for the stoichiometry of the full
range of differentiation processes.

Methods for distinguishing magma-batches
should have the following attributes: 1) They must
account for changes due to the fractionation ol
multiple phases. Kilauean magmas, for example,
have a chemical diversity that can be due to crystal
sorting of Cr-Al-bearing spinel (picrite stage),
olivine, plagioclase, augite (basalt stage), Fe-Ti
oxides, and enstatite (later basalt stage). 2) They
must account for changes due to varying mineral
compositions during differentiation. For example,
olivine compositions can range from Fo6, to Fo,
in related picrites and basalts (Nicholls & Stout
1988).

SOURCES AND NATURE oF THE DATA

This paper investigates the presence of distinct
magma-batches in the products of the historic
Kilauea eruptions that occurred between 1954 and
1971. A specific sequence of eruptions in Kilauea
volcano is represented by a suite of rock composi-
tions. The data were previously published, and all
are from U.S. Geological Survey laboratories. The
data are summarized and their sources are listed in
Table Al of the Appendix. The compositions have
been grouped on the basis of when and where the
lavas were erupted, following designations in the
original publications. The data were collected on
rocks erupted from the summit region of Kilauea
volcano (Halemaumau and Kilauea Iki craters) and
from flank eruptions along the East Rift zone.
Included in the summary are notes on analytical
methods: wet-chemical analyses of rocks or glasses,
X-ray-fluorescence analyses of rocks.
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Magma-batches are discriminated in this study
with major- and minor-element data because of
their availability for the rocks erupted by Kilauea
during the period 1954-1971. Other criteria that
could be used to discriminate magma-batches are:
petrographic data such as modes, mineral composi-
tions and compositions of coexisting solid-solutions
(Nicholls & Stout 1988, Fig. 8), compositions of
residual glasses and glass inclusions (Nicholls &
Stout 1988, Russell & Stanley 1990), or trace-ele-
ment ratios (Hammond 1989, Halleran & Russell
1990). In the future, magma-batches also may be
distinguished using geophysical techniques or
physical modeling.

Pearce element ratios (Pearce 1968) are used to
distinguish magma-batches because they are more
sensitive to differentiation than the original oxide
percentages. Element-ratio methods are easier to
evaluate because they can be manipulated to
compensate for the effects of magmatic differen-
tiation. Limitations placed on the distinction of
magma-batches by the precision of the analytical
methods can be taken directly into account on
element-ratio diagrams. Magma-batches are distin-
guished with Pearce element ratios using: 1) The
intercepts of trends on Pearce element-ratio plots.
An element-ratio diagram that completely describes
the stoichiometry of the processes causing chemical
diversity can be used to distinguish magma-batches
because it has an intercept that is a function of the
original composition of the system and remains
invariant during differentiation. The stoichiometry
can be determined from the mineralogy and
petrography of the rocks. Diagrams can be drawn
that guarantee that the intercept is a function of
the initial composition of the system (Stanley &
Russell 1989). Compositions of samples from the
same magma-batch will have the same intercept
within analytical uncertainty (Pearce 1968, Nicholls
1990). 2) The ratios of conserved elements (Nicholls
1988, Russell & Nicholls 1988). These ratios remain
constant in a magma-batch undergoing differentia-
tion. Two possible ratios that can be of use in
basaltic systems are P/K and TilK if apatite and
Fe-Ti oxides are not involved in the differentiation
processes.

Intercepts on a Pearce element-ratio diagram can
show variations greater than expected from analyti-
cal uncertainty for two reasons. The scatter could
be due to the fact that the rocks are not derived
from one magma-batch, or the rocks are comag-
matic but have been affected by different processes'
such that the stoidhiometry of the processes
affecting the two rock suites is not adequately

accounted for on one diagram.
The three silicate phases that crystallize early in

Kilauean lavas are olivine' augite and plagioclase'
A ratio pair that accounts for chemical variations
due to sorting of these three phases, in any
combination, is: I : t0.25 Al + 0.5 (Fe + Mg)
+ 1.5 Ca + Z'75 Nal/K and X = Si/K. A plot

with these ratios as coordinates will be referred to

as a T diagram (for three-phase cotectic crystal-
lization of olivine, plagioclase and augite). T then
specifically represents the numerator of the Y-axis
ratio: t0.25 Ai + 0.5 (Fe + Mg) + 1.5 Ca + 2.75
Nal.

ihe effect of not accounting fully for the
stoichiometry is shown on Figure I for the 1968
picritic and basaltic lavas from Halemaumau and
iliiata craters (Wright et al. 1975, Iackso\ et al'
1975, Nicholls & Stout 1988). The plot of the T/K
index is near the top of the diagram. The bottom
curve is based on the ratio pair: 0.5(Fe + Mg)/K
versus Si/K, a plot that could distinguish samples
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the chemical variations are discussed in the text' Data
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Wright 1971).
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from a magma-batch that differentiated by olivine
sorting alone. The vertical line joins the basalt data
having the most mafic cotectic composition. The
difference between the l-axis coordinates in the
two plots represents (0.25 Al + 1.5 Ca + 2.75
Na),/K, a conserved ratio in the picrites but a
variable ratio in the basalts. The data more nearly
describe a single trend with a slope of one on the
T diagram (upper curve, Fig. l). Consequently, the
dispersion in the set of intercepts derived by
drawing a line with a slope of one through each
point of the T/K versus Si/K data (upper curve)
will not be due to sorting of the silicate phases.
The dispersion in this set of intercepts can be
accounted for by analytical uncertainty (see below).
If there is any dispersion due to sorting of other
phases, such as oxides, it is smaller than can be
detected with current analytical techniques (Fig. 2).
In contrast, for the lower curve, lines with a slope
of one drawn through each data point generate a
range of intercepts with a variation greater than
can be attributed to analytical uncertainty. It is
attributable to sorting of phases other than olivine.

WttrtrN-Surte VnntauoNs

The data comprise compositions of glasses and
lavas erupted on 13 different occasions or ar
different localities on Kilauea volcano and one
prehistoric intrusive body, the Uwekahuna lac-
colith. The first point to decide is whether the
samples in each suite are from a single magma-

batch. This premise can be evaluated by examining,
for each suite, the variation in the intercepts on a
T diagram and the variation in the ratios, TilK and
P/K. If any of these criteria are more variable than
expected from analytical uncertainty, then either
the lavas are from different batches, or the T
diagram does not adequately account for the
stoichiometry of the processes causing the
variability.

The "comagmatic" hypothesis can be tested for
each suite by comparing the dispersion in the
intercept arising from variability in the original
data versus the expected variation due to analytical
uncertainty. Standard statistical techniques can be
used to make the comparison. Thus the null
hypothesis:

Ho: d(B,d) o d(P,a) where d(B,d) is the
variance in the intercept, 0, due to variance in the
data, d, and d(B,a) is the expected variance in the
intercept, 0, that would arise from analytical
uncertainty, a. Rejection of the null hypothesis
implies that the suite of compositions are repre-
sentative of more than one magma-batch or that
the diagram does not account for the stoichiometry
of the chemical variations.

We adopted the following procedures: l) From
the cited values of one o in the analytical
uncertainties in the oxide concentrations (Wright &
Fiske 1971), we calculate the uncertainty associated
with the intercept derived by forcing a line with the
model slope through a data point on the diagram.
A mean value for the propagated uncertainties in
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the intercepts is computed (Nicholls 1990). 2) The
square of the mean analytical uncertainty calcu-
lated in (l) is compared with the variance in the
calculated values of the intercepts with an F-test.
3) The null hypothesis is accepted at the 95Vo
confidence level.

T-Drecnaus AND INTERPRETATToNS

T/K diagrams

The results of the F-test applied to the T/K
diagram intercepts for each suite of Kilauean lavas
are listed in Table l.

The chemical variations in the prehistoric
Uwekahuna laccolith have been attributed to
sorting of olivine alone (Murata & Richter 1961,
Russell & Nicholls 1988). We expect the rocks of
this small intrusive body to be part of a single
magma-batch and do not expect it to be part of
any magma-batch erupted between 1954 arrd 19'71
because it is so much older. The data on the
laccolith must be consistent with the "comagmatic "
hypothesis and provide a standard of comparison
for interpretion of the data from the historic suites.
Our analysis is consistent with these statements
because the null hypothesis is not rejected (Table
1). In addition, the mean intercept, -15.249, is
different from any intercept Cerived from the data
on the historic Kilauea suites (-6.868 to -9.490,
Table l), a clear chemical indicator that. the
Uwekahuna laccolith formed from a distinct
magma-batch.

The compositions of rocks and glass separates
from lavas of both the 1959 and 1960 eruptions
were independently tested. The tests for consan-

TABLE l. COMPA.RATM SIATISTICS ON INIERCEPTII ON T/K us Sl,/fi
DIAGRAI\'F FOR TllE ANALYSIS oF wTlllIN-SUtIE VARIANCE

tfr-!.cl oa Fo Rault

guinity were performed on each of the four subsets
(1959 rocks, 1959 glasses, 1960 rocks, 1960 glasses)
and on the two combined sets of rock and glass
data. In every instance, the tests failed to reveal
differences greater than could be expected from
analytical error (Table l). Because the glasses and
the rocks from which they were separated are
unlikely 1o be from different magma-batches, these
tests provide additional confidence that the proce-
dures used are not prone to the spurious selection
of multiple batches.

The 1968 data are shown on Figure 2. On Figure
2a,the intercepts calculated for the picrites and the
basalts are the same within analytical uncertainty.
The F-test (Table l) was applied 10 the picrite
(1968P) and basalt (19688) data separately, as well
as to the whole data-set (1968'&). In each case, the
null hypothesis could not be rejected. In addition,
the model line with a slope of one drawn through
the mean intercept is consistent with each data point
to within analytical uncertainty (For a discussion
of error representations on Pearce element-ratio
diagrams, see Nicholls 1990, p. 8l-97, and Stanley
1990). Figure 2b compares the behavior of the T,/K
diagram intercepts and the ratio of conserved
elements, TilK. The intercept shows no obvious
systematic variation, whereas there may be some
systematic variation in TilK because the ratios
decrease with Si/K. The variation is, however, too
small to be significant. We conclude that the T/K
diagram represents the stoichiometry of the mass-
transfer process and that both the intercept and
TilK ratio are consistent with the presence of a
single magma-batch.

Only three suites did not pass the T/K diagram
test for consanguinity. These are the 1955, 1965M
and 1970 eruptive products. The computed inter-
cepts for the 1965M data (Makaopuhi crater) vary
more than can be accounted for by sorting of
olivine, plagioclase, and augite (Table l). The
largest contributor to the dispersion is one
composition of a glassy skin (Ml-lG) that has an
anomalous value for K2O (0.49) compared to the
range (0.53-0.60) in the associated rocks.

The variability in the 1955 suire is illustrated on
Figure 3. The straight-line model through the mean
intercept is consistent with the data. However, the
mean analytical uncertainty for the intercept (Fig.
3b) is sienificantly smaller than the actual range of
calculated intercepts. Hence the null hypothesis is
rejected, which implies the presence of more than
one magma-batch or factors in the stoichiometry
unexplained by a T diagram. In addition, the
variability in TilK is greater than can be accounted
for by analytical uncertainty (Fig. 3b), which
suggests that one or both of Ti and K are not
conserved in this suite. If true, the ratios for the

uwB 6 2.57
1S64 2 S.A4
1966 22 1.66
1959. 27 1.60
1969<i 7 2.tO
1959R 20 1.69
tgao. 20 r.69
lgaoc 4 2.60
1960R 16 LA7
1961 8 2.01
1902 2 3.54
l96tl 8 2.0r
1966A 3 3.00
t965M lO l.8a
ts6tt. I 1.94
1964P 4 2,57
lsaaB 6 2,a7
ls6ao 4 2,ao
1969 6 2,21
1570 39 1.40
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-6,!76 0.4tt7 0.4180 0.e79
-7.242 0.1627 0.S92A 0.161
" 6.804 0.4126 0.4240 0.e8a
.7.694 0.3114 03€67 0.7
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- a.oog 0.2341J 0.3792 03a3
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- 4.066 0.27813 0.Saa4 0.616
- 4.931 0.6076 0.&17 2.6t9
- 8.391 0.@7 0.4661 t.130
- 4.169 0.3{160 0.4961 0.,169
- 8.645 0.47Aa 0.41,10 13rO
-4.66S 0.6748 0.4tO2 I.SAO
- 9.277 0.391A 0.4772 0.674
-9.490 l.S3A 0.6670 A.997

N E nub6 of @b|€; :g OD, OA ee m@ lotercpt, stardsd d*tati6! of tfE
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(') lndl@t6 both rek and glas aelys htcluded; C Eilas anary@ @tt R
rek snelys @ry. (-t lndl€tea Slle to reJ@t null hJapoftesbt Ha !df@t6
rqett@ of nul hDoth@r,s b€le OD to dgnlientry hrger ttEn O1.
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T/K diagram do not adequately describe the
stoichiometry of the processes that affected this
suite. Microphenocrysts of Fe-Ti oxides are
reported in these lavas (Murata & Richter 1966,
Anderson & Wright 1972, Ho & Garcia 1988) an'd
may explain the variability in TilK and in the
intercepts on the T,/K diagram. Consequently, the
1955 lavas may not be samples from multiple
magma-batches. This conclusion requires further
testing and consideration of sorting of Fe-Ti oxides
(see below).

The 1970 suite comprises samples erupted from
Mauna Ulu between 1969 and l97l (Wright et al.
1975). The Mauna Ulu products have previously
been interpreted as the result of magma-mixing
processes (Wright et al. 1975, Wright & Tilling
1980, Halleran & Russell 1990) or fractionation of
olivine and chromiferous spinel within a single
magma-batch or series of identical magmas (Hof-
mann et al. 1984). Our results suggest that this suite
consists of more than one magma-batch even after
an account of possible sorting of oxides (see below
p. ,<x). The effects of mixing magma-batches on
the dispersion of the data are revealed by
comparing the T,/K diagrams for the 1955 (Fig. 2a)
or 1968 (Fig. 3a) sequences of eruption against the
equivalent T/K diagram for the Mauna Ulu lavas
in Russell & Stanley (1990, Fig. 1l).

T/P diagrams

The "comagmatic" hypothesis can be further
tested with a different conserved element in the
denominator of a T diagram (:e.9., P or Ti). If the
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element in the denominator is not conserved, then
the intercepts tend toward zero, and we gain
information about sorting of additional phases
(e.9., apatite or oxides).

Table2 summarizes the statistics used to evaluate
the cogenetic hypothesis using the intercepts on a
T,/P diagram. If each denominator constituent (K,
P, or Ti) were conserved throughout differentiation
and could be measured with the same relative
precision, then the results of each set of tests for
multiple magma-batches would be identical. The

TABLE 2. COMPAFATM STATISTICS oN INTERCEPTS oN T/P te Sl/P
DTACRAMS T'OR T1IE ANALYSIS OF WTTHIN.SUTTE VARIANCE

YEAR N Ffr"l,q x qD oa fo R6ult

L'wE 5 2.37 -,10.6!
1954 2 3.44 .25.674
1055 22 1.66 -23.941
1959. 27 1.60 "2r.90
19690 7 2.tO -21.49
1969R 20 1.69 -21.10
1960. 20 1.59 .2t.42
19600 4 2.60 -23.33
1960R 16 t.67 -21.20
1961 I 2.01 .24.47
19€2 2 A.A4 -23.74
1903 a 2.Ot -24.79
1965A 3 3.@ "24,43
r965M lO l.8a "24.40
1 9 6 a .  I l . s 4 - . 2 3
l s 6 a P 4 2 . 6 0 - . 4 4
l96aB 6 2.37 -26.64
l96ao 4 2.@ -26.84
1S69 6 2.2t .26..49
1970 89 1.40 -2A.ar

2.010 8.6,10 0.093
0,307 2.730 0.013
1.69a 2.047 0.68
1.136 2.465 0.t64
0.792 2.679 0.044
l. tal  2.918 o.to4
1.449 2.242 0.449
0.6,t8 2.276 O.OSa
1.276 2.221 0.330
r.800 2.450 0.403
o.o32 2.218 0.OOO
2.124 2.76:i 0.691
0.963 2.79) 0.341
o.a64 2.814 0.092
2.239 3.247 0.476
2.059 3.337 0.396
l.28l l  9.193 0.181
0.442 2.Sal o,oao
0.724 5.172 0.290
2.732 3.745 O.7&
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anal,'tical precision with which Ti, K and P are
measured controls the ability to discriminate.

The data, plotted on a T/P versusSi/P diagram,
are consistent with the hypothesis that each suite
represents a single magma-batch (Table 2). The
differences between Table I and Table 2 reflect the
greater analytical uncertainty associated with P
compared to K. An example containing data for
both rocks and glasses is shown on Figure 4a.
Notice that the model line is consistent with every
data point to within a very small fraction of the
estimated analytical uncertainty. This suggests that
the quoted uncertainty in P2O5 is too large. In the
results of 27 wet-chemical analyses, there should
be some points further from the model line if the
analytical uncertainty is as large as commonly cited
(Wright & Fiske 1971, Carmichael et al. 1968).
Whereas excessive caution in estimating analytical
uncertainties is considered, by conventional wis-
dom, to be a reasonable action, Meyer (1974, p.
294) presented a different opinion: "It is important
in reporting results of an investigation to specify
exactly what the results are. It is reprehensible to
understate the precision of an estimate as well as
to overstate it."

The direct result of understatingthe precision of
a measurement is a loss in discriminatory power.
Diagrams with P in the denominator have very little
power for the discrimination of magma-batches
within a set of analytical results, given the cited
uncertaintv.

j-#+ Glas8es
. . . .  I  Basa l t s

Mean
Analytical
Uncertainty,
Rocks

Mean
Analvtical
Uncdrtainty,
Glasses

InterceDt = -21.89 (Glasses)
Intercef t  = -2 l . lo (Lavas) a

.jii# Glasseg
. . . .  t  B a B A I t s

Mean
Analytical
Unc6rtainty,
Rocks

Mean
Analytical
Uncertainty,
Classes

lDterceDt = -2.44A (Glasses)
Interceit = -2.352 (Lavas) 

' 
D

- 1 0  L
0 l0  zo 30 40 50

si/ri

T/Ti diagrams

The results of the F-tests, with Ti in the
denominator, are listed in Table 3. More suites have
T/Ti intercepts with variations greater than ex-
pected from analytical uncertainty compared to the
results for the T/P and T/K intercepts. These suites
are: 1955, 19604', 1960G, 1963, 1965M, 19688, and
1970. If the variability is due only to sorting of

TABLE 3. COMPARATIVE STATIS1ICS ON INTERCEPTS ON T/TI 6 St/Tt
DIACRAMS FOR T}IE ANAI,YSIS OF WNHIN-SUTTE VARIANCE

FO{"r'@, 04 fo Redi

F

F

30

1 0

O U

F r c . 4 . a . T d i a g r a m t T  =  0 . 2 5 A 1  +  0 . 5 ( F e  +  M g )  +  l . 5 C a  +  2 . 7 5  N a l w i t h P a s d e n o m i n a t o r f o r t h e  1 9 5 9
Kilauea Iki data. The model line has a slope oi one and is drawn through the mean intercept. b. The same data
as in Figure 4a, plotted on a T diagram with Ti as denominator. The mean analytical uncertainty associated with
the data is smaller than in 4a because of the relatively greater analytical precision associated with the determination
of TiO2.

1JWE 5
1964 2
1966 22
1969. 27
r959C 7
r969R 20
1960. 20
1960c 4
1960R 16
1961 8
1962 2
1963 A
1966A 3
1965M l0
1904. I
l96AP 4
l96aB 5
l96ao 4
1969 6
1970 39

2.37 "3.733 0.1a29 0.1349 1.734
3.a4 -2.662 0.0766 0.0903 0.720
1.66 -2.927 0.1449 0.0716 4.325
r.60 "2.377 0.1201 O.lO24 1.s76
2.10 -2.44 0.096a 0.0984 1.074
1.60 -2.382 0.1196 0.1060 1.2a3
1.59 -2.608 0.1282 0.0863 2.264
2.60 .2.72e 0.1317 0.0747 2.4@
t.67 -2,676 0.1107 0.0469 1.623
2.Or "2.AA2 0.0747 0.0851 0.771
3.a4 "2.82r O.O449 0.076a 0.342
2.O7 -2.a!9 0.166t 0.0878 3.636
3.O0 "2.A68 0.0819 0.O9Sl 0.774
1.88 -2.A37 0.1663 o.0go4 2.S49
1.94 -2.a74 0.1tu4 0.1029 2.2151
2.60 "2.769 O.O7 0.1126 0.416
2.37 -2.966 0,1220 0.0€3.2 1.714
2.N -2.*7 0.1165 0.0499 1.679
2.2t -2.964 0.04a4 0.0946 0.262
1.40 -2.9& O.2A22 0.1078 6,85{l
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olivine, plagioclase, and augite and if Ti is a llB.^L!.-a:^ggglYllYP-:lArrsrrcs oN rNrERcEPrs oN 9/K us sr/K
conserved elemant, then we reject the null 
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hypothesis. An alternative explanation is sorting of
oxides in conjunction with sorting of the silicate
minerals, in which case a T,/Ti diagram will not
fully represent the stoichiometry of the processes
causing the variability. In addition, the sensitivity
is further increased because analytical measure-
ments of Ti can be made with greater relative
precision (cf. size of analytical uncertainty on Fig.
4a with Fig. 4b). For example, the 1959 data, both
rocks and glasses, are consistent with the model
line to within analytical uncertainty (Fig. 4b), even
though the analytical uncertainty on the T/Ti
diagram is much smaller than that for the T/P
diagram.

Q DIAGRAMS AND INTERPRETATION

Before the variability in the intercept can be
attributed to different magma-batches, we need to
determine whether oxide sorting can account for
the residual variability beyond analytical uncertain-
ry.

The function pair
e : t1.36(si + Ti) _ 0.09 Al + 0.82 Fe _ 0.18
Me - 0.55 CallK
and
l S i + T i + F e + N a l / K
exactly accounts for sorting of olivine, augite,
plagioclase and the Fe2TiO, component in the
oxides, in any combination. The other Fe-Ti oxide
components (Fe2O3, FeTiO3, FerO/ would cause
small deviations from the model slope of one (Stout
et al, 1989, Nicholls 1990, Fig. ll).

Because the stoichiometry of the combined
sorting of oxides and silicates is not represented by
a single line with these ratios, we can expect greater
dispersion of the data than if the ratios exactly
represented the stoichiometry. If, in spite of the
opportunity for greater dispersion in the intercepts
derived from the data, the variability on a Q,/K
ver&ts [Si+Ti+Fe+Na]/K diagram remains
smaller than can be attributed to analytical
uncertainty, then there is even less justification for
a suggestion that the data come from more than
one magma-batch.

The results of the tests with the Q index are
shown in Table 4. In every instance, except for the
1970 suite, the data are consistent with the
hypothesis that the within-suite variability is due to
sorting of silicate and oxide phases. These tests
corroborate the suggestion that the indicated suites
on Table 3, which failed to pass the test for
uniformity, did undergo some sorting of oxides.
Therefore, the results of the most comprehensive
test of suite uniformity, Q,/K verszs [Si + Ti +

N E number of aElfs: X, OD, OA de ea tirt@pt, stardard d*latt@ of the
data, dd ttE e|futed aElil@l uertalnty of the ,lr€d valuq BlEtlveb..
{') ltdl@t€ both @k dd glas aab's lnetuded; C glas analys 6lyt R
rek dulys 6dy. (-, lrdt@tcs &!luE b reJet nul trypot]Elor lia k!dl@t6
rejeuon of nuU hypolh*is b@u€ oD is slgrilO@tly l,arger tban OA.

Fe + Nal/K, are consistent with the hypothesis
that each suite is from a single magma-batch with
the exception of the suite from the 1970 (1969-
l97l) Mauna Ulu eruptions. This suite is
polygenetic (Wright et ol. 1975, Wright & Tilling
1980, Halleran & Russell 1990).

INTER-SUITE VARIABILITY

Figure 5 shows the mean values for the intercepts
on both Q/K and T/K diagrams and the P,/K ratio
for each suite as a function of eruption date. The
estimate of variability shown on this diagram is
derived from the variance in the data, not the
dispersion expected from analytical uncertainty.
The vertical bars plotted for each suite in Figure 5
represent the standard deviations of the means of
the parameters. Justification for the change comes
from the fact that, within each suite, the variance
in the intercepts on the Q/K diagrams was less than
expected from analytical measurement, except for
the Mauna Ulu data. This approach obviates the
problem of whether the cited values of analytical
uncertainty on the denominator constituents are
too large (e.9., for P) but obviously will not
compensate for round-off error in the original data,
an error possibly introduced because of the use of
too large an estimate of analytical uncertainty.

Figure 5 provides a graphical summary of the
differences within the suites in terms of parameters
that test for consanguinity. For each pair of data
sets (e.9., 1968P and 19688), we wish to test the
null hypothesis: The lavas of one suite could be
derived from the some magmo-batch qs were the
somples from the other suite. The hypothesis is

oa fa R6ult

1954 2
1955 22
1959. 27
1959C 7
1959R 20
1960. 20
t9600 4
l96oR 16
196l a
t€62 2
1963 a
19654 3
1966M lO
1968. 9
l96aP 4
t90aB 5
lerao 4
196S 6
1970 39

3.44
1.66
1.60
2 . 1 0
1.59

2.60

2.Ol
3.44
2.Ol
3.00
l.8a
1.94
2.60
2.57
2.AO
2.21
l.rlo

3.44r] O.O77 0.239 0.103
3.946 0.195 0.ra4 t.123
3.601 o.tao 0.270 0.444
3.728 0.066 0. 2 0.O4A
s.667 o.r8a 0.276 0.444
3.470 o. l la 0.231 0.281
3.941 0.167 0.210 0.659
3.462 0.105 0.236 o.tga
4.OO4 0.093 0.237 0.165
3.87 0.@6 0.202 0.@l
3.989 0.t62 0229 o.ffi
3.951 O.l lg o.24t o.24A
4.454 0.266 0.247 t,oAA
4.112 0.179 0.277 0.41A
4.034 0.139 0.307 0.204
4.17t 0.199 0.262 0.A22
4.ts2 0.247 0.260 0.8e6
4.574 0.062 0.291 0.032
4.613 0.443 0.337 t.724
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tested by comparing the means of the parameters
using the Student's t-test to evaluate the sig-
nificance of the differences. The results of the
Student's t-test, applied to the T,/K, Q/K, and P/K
chemical parameters, are listed in Tables 5A, 5B,
and 5C. These tables report the results of the
Student's t-test on the means of the indicators at a
tolerance level of 0.05.

The Q/K intercept is the favored discriminator
because it provides the most complete description
of the differentiation process' and K is more
precisely measured than P and better conserved
than Ti. Consequently, we rely on the results
obtained for the Q/K intercept to evaluate the
minimum number of magma-batches. Table 5B lists
the inter-suite magmatic relations. The intersections
of row$ and columns contain the results of the
Student's t-test. The results for the P/K index and
the T/K-intercept (Tables 5A, 5C) are used to make
additional inferences, but they do not discriminate
magma-batches as reliably. For example, Russell &
Stanley (1990) could not distinguish between the
1959 and 1954-1955 lavas with P/K ratios, and
demonstrated that low analytical precision reduces
discriminatory power and affects the conclusions
one can draw.

CONCLUSIONS

F-tests of analytical uncertainty and chemical
variability suggest thar only the Mauna Ulu
(1969-1971) data set contains samples that may
come from more than one magma-batch. Conver-
sely, there is no evidence, based on the major- and
minor-element abundances, that any of the other
data sets from Kilauea comprise samples from more
than one magma-batch.

The Student's t-test of equality of means, applied
to the chemical parameters, indicates a minimum
of four magma-batches in the 1954-1970 Kilauea
lavas. In summary, these are: the two or more
batches in the 1969-1971 Mauna Ulu lavas, the
1959 Kilauea Iki lavas, and the 1954-1968 eruptive
sequences, excluding Kilauea Iki.

There are the following inconsistencies in these
designations: l) Allhough the 1954 suite (2 samples)
is not significantly different from most suites
erupted in the years 1955-1968, it is distinct from
the 1965M (see p. 990) and 1968* suites. The 1954
lavas are not significantly different from the 1959
lavas in Q,/K intercept nor in P/K (see Table 58'
5C). 2) The 1962 suite (2 samples) is different from
the 1968* suite, but otherwise the suites erupted in
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TABLE 5A. RF,SULTS OF STUDENTS I.TESTS FOR EgUALITY OF MEANS OF INTERCEPTS ON T/K DIAGRAMS

Ya: 1954 1965 1959. 1960c 196l 1962 1963 19664 1965M 1968. 19640 1970

1954
le65 %
1959. Ha
1960c --
re6l %
L9A2
1963
19654 --
1965M rla
1968' I{a
l96ao --
ls6e %
teTo %

lla tla
% tla
H H

tla %

lla %
Ha H"
Ha Ha
H H

H H

:: 3

H' aHH

H

;-
Ha
rL
%
H^

%rL
' a
p

g

Eadr sutte iB @parcd with wsy ot&er sulte s€eaEtely. The null hlFotlr6trs ls tbat tle @ rc equal. G, frdl@ts fajlrc to reJet
the null hypoth€tsi tL trdi€t6 Ejetton at tle 95 % oniderc lml d abwe ard ttEt there l,s a dgnfimt dlfierc ln tlrc m6
lrttereDts.

TABLE 5B. RTSUITS OF STUDEI\JT'S I.TF.STS FOR EOUALTTT OF MEANS OF INTERCEPTS ON g/K DIAGRAMS

Yan: 1954 1955 1969. 1960C 196l 1962 1963 19654 1966M 19681 19680 t970

-A
% - - % % H " % r L l L % n a H " r t-- rL H" Ha
' - q H " r L
- - % % - - r L %
- - F L H a 4
- - % H " %
- - H " H " %
- - H " r L - H a H .

-':
% H" tL Ha FI" 11" H" H" H" Ha
r L % H " % H a % r L H " % H .

1954
1955
19591
1960C --
1961
1962
1963
1965A --
1965M na
1964. Ha
l96ao --
1969 H"
leTo %

Eactr suite 18 @mparcd witll wsjt othq sutte €parately. The null hypottBis is tlEt the mffi e equl. (--) tndietea iallrc to reJ€t
the null triapotlrsis; fL hdf€ts reJeUm at the 96 % onfldere l*l or aboee ard ttEt tlEre is a stgnifi@t dlflerenc tn tle ma
lnterepts.

TABLE 5C. RESULTS OF STUDENTS I-TESTS Fr)R EOUALNY OF MEAN P/K VALUES

Ya: 1954 1956 1959' 196OG 1961 t962 1963 19654 1965M 196a. 196aO

1954
1e55 %
1959.
1960c --
1961
1962
1963
1965A -
1965M --
1968.
19680 --
196e %
r97O % Ha

:_
3
H' -a

3
g
' 2

;
;' 2

3
3
Ha

3
H

g
. ?

l L - ' H " q
H . r L r L % %

Eactr suite is @mparcd wtttr flsy other illte sepamtely. The null hypotheis ls t]Et t]F mm m equal. G, indl€tes fa{rc to reJ@t
the null tlrrpottreis; lt, tndiete reJeuon at ttE 96 % onidere l@l or abore and tlBt tlere ts a s€nf8@nt dlfferc tn tlE m@
lnterepts.
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1955 and between 1960 and 1968 are indistinguish-
able.

These inconsistencies may be the result of the
small sample-sizes or they may be clues that there
are other, slightly different magma-batches in these
suites. We would rather err by missing magma-
batches than err by suggesting batches where there
are none, a subjective decision. Consequently, these
inconsistencies are not considered sufficient
evidence for attributing the 1954 lavas to a separate
magma-batch.

The 1969 and the Mauna Ulu lavas (1969-1971)
are chemically distinguishable from all other earlier
historic Kilauea lavas but are indistinguishable
from each other on the Q/K-intercept diagram (Fig.
5, Table 5B), in T/K intercepts (Table 5A), and in
P/K values (Table 5C). The Mauna Ulu data set,
however. failed the F-test of variance, which
implies that the lavas had not sampled a single
magma-batch. Further work, using available trace-
element data, shows the Mauna Ulu lavas to be
mixtures of at least two magma-batches (Halleran
& Russell 1990), an example of external processes
of mixing. Helz (1990) cited textural features as
evidence that mixing was a frequent and pervasive
process of differentiation in the production of the
1955, 1959 and 1960 Kilauea lavas. The chemical
data analyzed in this study indicate that any magma
mixing, other than that between the Mauna Ulu
batches, would have to be internal mixing between
parts of single batches or involve amounts
undetectable with current data and techniques.

The 1954 lavas may be part of a 1954-1968
magma-batch or, because of their phce in the
history of the eruptions, a separate magma-batch.
We cannot chemically distinguish another magma-
baich with the parameters used. The 1954 lavas and
the 1960-1968 lavas have similar mean Q/K
intercepts, T/K intercepts and P/K values, but have
at least one parameter different from the mean
value for the 1959 Kilauea Iki lavas. If the 1954
and the 1960-1968 lavas are from the same
magma-batch, then the Kilauea Iki lavas are part
of a separate batch that was in the volcanic edifice
at the same time. On the other hand, the 1954, the
1959 and the 1960-1968 lavas could originate from
at least three different batches. Currently available
data are not sufficient to distinguish among these
possibilities.

There appears to be a general and gradual
increase in Q/K intercept values between 1960 and
1969 (Fig. 5), which suggests a progressive change
in this index with time. The magnitude of the
change, compared to the variation in the data,
however, is insignificant.

Interpretations of the seismic data (Ryan et al.
1981, Ryan 1987a, b, Klein er al. 1987) suggest

several paths of magma transport beneath Kilauea'
If more than one transport path can be occupied
at a time (see the interpretation by Ryan et al,
1981), then the possibility exists that the 1959
Kilauea Iki batch occupied one transport path while
other paths contained lhe 1954-1968 batch. The
eruption sequence and vent locations combined
with the differentiation path inferred for the 1968
Halemaumau and Hiiaka craters suite (Nicholls &
Stout 1988) require more than one transport path.
If the 1954-1955 and 1960-1968 suites are all from
the same magma-batch, then the plumbing system
beneath Kilauea may be more complex in time and
space than previously suggested. One batch may
follow multiple paths (e.g., 1968)' and others may
follow a unique path (e.g., 1959).
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TABLE AI. SOURCES OF DATA T'OR KILAUEA LAVAS

ERUPTION SAMPLED ANALYSIS
IABEL NO. O/M/Y) LOCATION TYPE SOURCE

CHEMICAL DISCRIMINATION OF HAWAIIAN MACMA.BATCHES
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